ABSTRACT A class of quasi-elliptic-type planar bandpass filters (BPFs) with electronically controllable bandwidth between narrow-band and ultra-wideband states and enhanced passband flatness is reported. It consists of the in-series cascade of replicas of an adaptive BPF stage that exhibits three in-band poles and two transmission zeros (TZs). In this manner, BPF transfer functions with 3K poles and multiple TZs-between two K -multiplicity and 2K one-multiplicity TZs-without cross-coupling can be synthesized with a K -stage BPF architecture. Bandwidth reconfiguration is performed through the spectrally agile allocation of these TZs. Passband flattening for all the states is accomplished through the adjustment of the BPF in-band return-loss profile by tuning the external admittance inverters and those between BPF stages. The aforementioned procedures for bandwidth control and passband flattening are theoretically demonstrated with the coupling-routing diagram formalism. Furthermore, a mechanism to avoid the appearance of out-of-band spurious peaks due to the multi-stage in-series-cascade process in the associated transmissionline-based BPF implementation is described. For experimental-validation purposes, a 1-GHz sixth-order varactor-tuned BPF microstrip prototype with measured flattened 1-dB referred passband-width states going from 46 to 482 MHz-measured bandwidth tuning ratio of 11.5:1-is developed and characterized. Measurements for various temperature conditions and their in situ compensation are also shown. 
Whereas lossy and predistorted BPF design techniques have been proposed as an effective solution to increase the effective quality factor at the expense of higher in-band powerinsertion loss and/or power-reflection levels, they have been mainly exploited in frequency-static BPF realizations [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hence, there is now a lack of frequency-reconfigurable BPF architectures with simultaneous in-band-amplitudeflattening capabilities for different transfer-function states.
The purpose of this work is to research on a compact IF tunable-bandwidth BPF for a flexible satellite-communication receiver with highly-adaptive passband-width-bandwidth-tuning ratio larger than 10:1-and in-band amplitude-flattening capabilities for all the states. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of a potential future satellite-communication receiver in which such a filtering device may be exploited as the replacement of a switchable filter bank with individuals BPFs for each state. Whereas a tunable local oscillator (LO) allows to situate any received RF signal at the same IF after mixing, the IF bandwidthtunable BPF allows to select different-nature signals-from narrow-band to-ultra-wideband signals that may correspond to multiple services-with minimized amplitude-distortion effects due to the passband flattening. Furthermore, undesired signal-power reflections caused by the in-band flattening would be efficiently absorbed by the isolator at its input to protect the preceding amplifier.
Over the last years, several principles to design bandwidth-controllable BPFs in planar technologies have been proposed. These solutions can be grouped into different categories, as follows: (i) BPFs based on single-resonance-coupled-resonator networks with variable couplings, (ii) BPFs based on frequency-controllable signalinterference techniques, (iii) BPFs based on controllable multi-mode resonators, and (iv) BPFs based on adaptive transmission-zero-(TZ)-generation cells. Whereas the use of variable couplings in mono-mode-resonator circuit networks were adopted as one of the initial approaches for bandwidth tuning in BPFs, they are mostly valid for narrow-to-moderate variable-bandwidth designs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The exploitation of adaptive signal-interference principles to obtain bandwidthcontrollable sharp-rejection filtering actions has also been proven, but for discretely-selectable moderate-to-ultra-wide passband-width states in relatively-large circuits [15] , [16] . Bandwidth-tunable multi-mode-resonator-based BPFs have shown large bandwidth-tuning ratios up to 8:1, but they suffer from effective-quality-factor degradation for narrow-band states [17] [18] [19] [20] . On the other hand, similar limitations can be found in adaptive-resonator-cascade-based BPFs along with the appearance of out-of-band spikes and spurious bands in some cases [21] [22] [23] [24] , or in terms of basic discrete control for other types of reconfigurable-filtering-section cascades [25] . Hence, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no bandwidth-tunable BPF with a bandwidth-tuning ratio larger than 10:1 between narrow-band and ultra-wideband states and synchronous passband-flattening capabilities has been proposed.
A class of bandwidth-reconfigurable quasi-elliptic-type BPF with simultaneous passband-flatness control is reported in this paper. The conceived adaptive BPF approach, which exploits a multi-resonator-cascade arrangement, allows to configure the passband-width between narrow-band and ultra-wideband states with in-band flatness enhancement by means of a frequency-selective reflection process of the in-band input signal. With regard to the preliminary work presented by Gómez-García et al. [26] for low-order BPF designs, this expanded paper presents the following new contents: (i) extrapolation of the concept to higherorder BPF realizations through multi-stage in-series-cascade architectures, (ii) complete coupling-routing-diagram-based study of the conceived bandwidth-control and in-band flattening mechanisms for quasi-equiripple BPF designs, (iii) new technique to avoid the presence of the undesired out-of-band spikes due to the multi-stage cascading process that were observed in other previous related works (e.g., [21] , [27] ), and (iv) manufacturing and testing of a novel electronicallytunable two-stage microstrip BPF prototype with six poles and four TZs that can be grouped as two double TZs below and above the passband.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: in Section II, the coupling-routing-diagram foundations of the proposed bandwidth-control and in-band-flattening mechanisms in BPF architectures with one and multiple VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Normalized coupling-routing diagram of the K -stage adaptive-bandwidth/enhanced-in-band-flatness BPF concept (K ≥ 1) [black circles: resonating nodes; gray circles: zero-susceptance non-resonating nodes (NRNs); white circles: unitary source (S) and load (L); continuous lines: couplings; and : normalized frequency].
stages are described. Here, design aspects related with the capacitively-loaded transmission-line implementation of this BPF principle are described. Section III reports the simulated and measured results of a manufactured varactor-tuned two-stage microstrip BPF prototype at 1 GHz for practicaldemonstration purposes, including its testing in different temperature conditions. Finally, a summary and the most relevant conclusions of this work are provided in Section IV.
II. OPERATIONAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE PROPOSED RECONFIGURABLE FILTER CONCEPT
This section reports the theoretical principles of the conceived adaptive-bandwidth/enhanced-in-band-flatness BPF architecture. First, its coupling-routing diagram and its underlying bandwidth-control and passband-flattening mechanisms are described. Subsequently, a quasi-distributed-element realization suitable for this reconfigurable BPF approach based on a capacitively-loaded transmission-line arrangement is presented. Undesired phenomena associated to such BPF implementation, namely the generation of out-of-band spurious transmission peaks in its transfer function and a technique for their mitigation, are also expounded.
A. COUPLING-ROUTING DIAGRAM
The coupling-routing diagram of the proposed BPF with bandwidth-variation and passband-flattening capabilities-K -stage architecture-is shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, it is made up of the in-series cascade connection of multiple replicas of a BPF stage. Each BPF stage consists of two in-line resonating nodes and one TZ-generation cell shaped by two resonating nodes that are coupled to a zero-susceptance nonresonating node (NRN) through different admittance inverters. This cell creates two TZs at the natural frequencies of its two resonating nodes and one in-band pole at the frequency at which the input admittances of its branches mutually cancel each other. In this manner, a 3K -order BPF transfer function with multiple TZs-between two K -multiplicity and 2K one-multiplicity TZs-can be realized with the K -stage BPF structure in Fig. 2 . In particular, for a symmetrical 3K -pole BPF topology with a normalized filtering response centered at 0 and lower and upper K -multiplicity TZs at z1 and z2 , respectively, the following conditions are imposed on its admittance-inverter and self-resonance coefficients ({M i,j } for the subindex values indicated below and K ≥ 1):
where k = 1, 2, ..., K , k = 1, 2, ..., K /2 , and z1 = − z2 = z . For illustration purposes, the power transmission and reflection parameters of one-to-three-stage BPF examples that were theoretically synthesized through (1)-(7) are shown in Fig. 3-i. e., K = 1, 2, and 3. The indicated admittanceinverter and self-resonance coefficient values were derived from an optimization procedure aimed to obtain the same locations for the TZs-i.e., z1 = − z2 = 5.5-, an identical minimum in-band power-matching level of 20 dB, the same 1-dB-referred bandwidth of 1dB = 6.2, and a quasi-equiripple-type BPF profile. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the selectivity of the BPF increases with the number of stages K . In particular, the minimum out-of-band power-attenuation level for the one-, two-, and three-stage BPF design examples in Fig. 3 are 19 .6 dB, 55.3 dB, and 91.6 dB, respectively.
The operational foundations for the bandwidth-control and passband-flattening mechanisms of the multi-stage BPF architecture in Fig. 2 are detailed below:
• Passband-width reconfiguration is performed by tuning the closest-to-passband TZs of the overall BPF transfer function through the resonating nodes of the TZ-generation cell that produce them. In this manner, narrower passband widths are obtained for moreclosely-spaced TZs. Nevertheless, if the admittance inverters remain static, this is done at the expense of the deterioration of the in-band flatness as the bandwidth gets narrower. Moreover, this effect becomes even more prominent with the incorporation of the losses-i.e., finite quality factor-in the resonating nodes. • Enhanced passband flatness for each bandwidth state can be realized by means of an in-band frequencyselective power-reflection process. This can be accomplished by adjusting the admittance inverters between the source and the first resonator, the load and the last resonator, and the ones that connect the different stages in the in-series-cascade BPF architecture. Thus, tunable resonators in the TZ-creation cells of the BPF stages and variable source/load-to-first/last-resonator and inter-stage admittance inverters are utilized for the bandwidth-control and passband-flattening procedures, respectively. The aforementioned reconfiguration capabilities have been theoretically validated in the two-stage BPF version in Fig. 4 corresponding to the BPF scheme in Fig. 2 for K = 2. As can be seen, the resonating nodes responsible for the generation of the TZs vary their natural frequencies while satisfying (2) BPF design in Fig. 4 for several bandwidth states under these conditions. All these lossless-filter responses exhibit a minimum out-of-band power-rejection level of 55.3 dB and a six-pole equiripple-type power-reflection parameter with a minimum in-band power-matching level of 20 dB. On the other hand, for one of these states, Fig. 6 demonstrates the passband-rounding effect due to the addition of the losses in the resonating nodes, as well as how the passband flatness can be restored by readjusting the variable admittance inverters. However, this is done at the expense of increased in-band power-reflection loss-from 20 dB to 8.5 dB-like in conventional predistortion techniques for static BPFs. Finally, it should be remarked upon that a large variety of out-of-band attenuation profiles can be realized by tuning the TZs of each BPF stage in an asynchronous way. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which depicts the theoretical power transmission and reflection parameters for an example state of the two-stage BPF configuration in Fig. 4 with four TZs.
B. CAPACITIVELY-LOADED TRANSMISSION-LINE REALIZATION AND CONSIDERATIONS
The previously-described coupling-routing diagram in Fig. 2 of controllable-bandwidth/passband-flatness BPF can be realized by means of different microwave-circuit structures. Owing to the frequency dependance of the specific VOLUME 7, 2019 admittance-inverter and resonator implementations adopted in each case, different out-of-band stopband-attenuation characteristics are obtained for each of them. In particular, Fig. 8(a) and (b) show two distinct high-frequency BPF circuit networks that can be modeled with the one-stage (K = 1) coupling-routing diagram in Fig. 2 , as follows (f 0 is the center frequency and f z1 and f z2 the lower and upper TZ frequencies):
• The circuit in Fig. 8(a) consists of the direct matching of the one-stage coupling-routing diagram in Fig. 2 . Here, the admittance inverters are designed as quarterwavelength-at-f 0 transmission-line segments and the outermost resonators and the ones in the TZ-creation cell as capacitively-loaded transmission-line segments that are half-wavelength long at f 0 , f z1 , and f z2 , respectively.
• The circuit in Fig. 8(b) corresponds to a simplified version in which some of the inter-resonator admittance inverters are absorbed with part of the capacitivelyloaded transmission-line resonators, whereas the input/output admittance inverters are realized with capacitors. For illustration purposes, Fig. 9 compares the theoretical power transmission and reflection parameters of the BPF circuits in Fig. 8(a) and (b) for example designs with the same 3-dB absolute bandwidth. As can be seen, the BPF structure in Fig. 8(b) demonstrates broader lower and upper stopband bandwidths due to the absence of close-to-passband spurious transmission ranges. Moreover, the employment of capacitors in both the resonators and the external admittance inverters is a preferred option to make them adjustable for bandwidth/amplitude-flatness-tuning purposes by means of variable-reactance elements in a real BPF implementation.
On the other hand, Fig. 8(c) depicts the detail of the cascade of two replicas of the circuit network in Fig. 8(b) for higher-order/selectivity realizations. Note that the two constituent stages are connected by means of a capacitive-type admittance inverter and two grounded resistors. As proven in Fig. 10 in which the theoretical power transmission and Fig. 8(a) and (b) (Fig. 8(a) : reflection responses of an example design of the two-stage BPF circuit in Fig. 8(c) are shown, these resistors allow to suppress the undesired out-of-band upper spike resulting from the cascading process between the two stages. Nevertheless, this is done at the expense of increased in-band insertionloss levels (increase of the minimum in-band insertion-loss level by 1.3 dB in this example) but while reasonably maintaining the in-band amplitude-flatness performance of the overall BPF.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the practical usefulness of the proposed concept of bandwidth-reconfigurable sharp-rejection BPF with enhanced in-band amplitude flatness, a proof-of-concept electronically-controllable prototype has been manufactured in microstrip technology and tested. It corresponds to the two-stage BPF architecture in Fig. 8(c) for a center frequency of 1 GHz and a 1-dB-referred bandwidth variation from 36 MHz to 500 MHz-i.e., from 3.6% to 50% in relative terms-that corresponds to a unprecedented bandwidthtuning ratio of 13.9:1 between narrow-band and ultrawideband states.
The layout and a photograph of the manufactured BPF circuit and the experimental set-up that was arranged for its characterization are shown in Fig. 11 . For its development, an RO4003C microstrip substrate with the following characteristics was used: relative dielectric permittivity ε r = 3.38 (±0.05), dielectric thickness H = 1.524 mm, metal thickness t = 17.8 µm, and dielectric loss tangent tan(δ D ) = 0.0027. For the variable capacitors in the resonators of the TZ-creation cells-i.e., C z1 and C z2 in Fig. 8(c) diodes model BB545 from Infineon with 2-20-pF range were used, whereas the remaining controllable capacitors-i.e., C r , C m , and C c in Fig. 8 (c)-were realized with varactor diodes model BB837 from Infineon with 0.52-6.6-pF range. Note that the capacitors C r in the outermost resonators were also made tunable to have further capability to compensate experimental deviations. For the biasing networks of these varactors, RF-block resistors of 10 k and DC-isolation capacitors of 10 nF were utilized. Furthermore, in the interstage cascading inverter and as it was detailed in Section II.B, resistors of 500 -R in Fig. 8 (c)-were employed to suppress undesired spurious peaks caused by the inter-stage cascading process at the expense of some additional power insertion loss. The ground connections for the varactor diodes and the resistors were realized by means of 1-mm-diameter via holes.
The measured power transmission and reflection responses of the constructed prototype for one example wide-band state in comparison with those of its constituent stage-which was also fabricated-are depicted in Fig. 12 . As can be seen, a noticeable selectivity increase when compared to the single stage is obtained for the overall two-stage BPF circuit.
The tuning capabilities of this prototype are illustrated in Fig. 13 , which depicts its simulated and measured power transmission and reflection responses and measured in-band group-delay curves for five different bandwidth states with flattened passband centered at 1 GHz and double lower and upper TZs-i.e., five different biasing voltages in the filter-. As can be seen, a fairly-close agreement between experimental and predicted results is obtained in all cases. The main characteristics for these measured responses are as follows-listed from the widest-to the narrowest-bandwidth state, respectively-: 1-dB-referred absolute bandwidth of 482.2 MHz, 224.6 MHz, 98.1 MHz, 63.1 MHz, and 46.2 MHz-i.e., 44.22%, 22.46%, 9.81%, 6.31%, and 4.62% in relative terms-, minimum in-band power-insertion-loss level equal to 3.12 dB, 4.5 dB, 8.24 dB, 11.36 dB, and 17.7 dB, minimum in-band power-matching level of 14.2 dB, 11 dB, 7.9 dB, 6.6 dB, and 4 dB, and maximum group-delay variation within the measured 1-dB-referred bandwidth equal to 1.8 ns, 2.3 ns, 3.9 ns, 3.6 ns, and 4.1 ns. Note that these results experimentally confirm how the passband flattening is attained at the expense of higher in-band power-reflection loss, where 46.2 MHz was the minimum 1-dB bandwidth state for which such flattening was experimentally verified due to the granularity-i.e., limitation in the very-fine tuning-of the varactor elements. Moreover, the minimum in-band power-matching level of 4 dB in this case is in concordance to what is commonly observed in classic frequency-static predistorted filter designs (e.g., see [3, Fig. 12]) . Fig. 14 represents the variation of the tunable-capacitance values as extracted from the simulated responses, so that their tuning trends as a function of the required 1-dB-referred absolute bandwidth can be observed.
To further demonstrate the flexibility of the experimental prototype of the two-stage bandwidth-reconfigurable sharprejection BPF with enhanced in-band amplitude flatness, two flattened-passband states showing four TZs with two different TZs at each passband side are plotted in Fig. 15-i. e., seven different biasing voltages in the filter-. They reveal how the TZs of each stage can be set in an independent way to configure more-general out-ofband power-rejection profiles. Specifically, these two states exhibit 1-dB-referred absolute bandwidth of 225.5 MHz and 95.3 MHz-i.e., 22.5% and 9.53% in relative terms-, minimum in-band power-insertion-loss levels equal to 4.6 dB and 9 dB, minimum in-band power-matching level of 9.6 and 6.6 dB, and maximum group-delay variation in the measured 1-dB-referred bandwidth below 1.57 ns and 3.2 ns, respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 16 proves how the filter passband can be intrinsically switched-off-i.e., without RF switches-in the represented 0.35-1.65-GHz range through the detuning of the varactor elements of the filter, so that a minimum power-isolation level of 41.5 dB is attained in this spectral interval. VOLUME 7, 2019 Finally, the robustness of the manufactured bandwidth/ amplitude-flatness-reconfigurable BPF prototype to operate in various temperature conditions was tested. Specifically, for its single stage, Fig. 17 represents the measured power transmission responses-in-band detail-of this circuit for three distinct temperatures as follows: room, +65 o C, and −15 o C. As shown, the passband power-insertion-loss levels and amplitude flatness are deteriorated as the temperature gets higher. However, such undesired effect can be compensated by restoring the amplitude-flatness performance of the filter with the fine retuning of its external quality factor and poles.
IV. CONCLUSION
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